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WidePoint Subsidiary, iSYS, Surpasses $3M
In Savings for CDC with Ongoing TEM
Services
Further Savings Anticipated as Service Delivery Passes Halfway Point
Thursday, May 14, 2009
Washington D.C., -- WidePoint Corporation (NYSE AMEX: WYY), a leading provider of
advanced information technology, identity assurance and protection, and mobile telecom expense
management (TEM) services, said today that its wholly-owned subsidiary iSYS has saved over $3
million for the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) through its TEM services. The
program so far encompasses about half the agency’s mobile phones currently planned by CDC to be
managed by iSYS. The remaining half is expected to be covered during the current contract period of
performance.
Jin Kang, president of iSYS, said, "It is a credit to CDC for performing the due diligence and
making the decision to be early adopters of the wireless TEM services in the Federal government
space. CDC is benefiting greatly from their decision and will continue to reap the benefits of
wireless TEM Services to reach milestones beyond the current $3 million dollar savings. Our
program with CDC started as a small pilot project with only a few hundred wireless devices and very
detailed reporting requirements to track actual savings versus TEM program expenditures. Those
few hundred wireless devices grew to several thousand during the pilot project. Subsequently, with
the GSA Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI) TEM contract signed, CDC was able to take
advantage of lower pricing offered under the FSSI contract. Working together, iSYS and CDC have
expanded beyond the pilot to being just over halfway to total coverage of an expected 9,000 wireless
devices. iSYS believes there are still substantial savings ahead for CDC.
“The savings realized could not have been accomplished without the support and dedication of the
CDC management staff as well as their detailed understanding of their wireless requirements and the
TEM program potential. The results demonstrate the value of teamwork and the value of the iSYS
mobile TEM approach in analyzing, optimizing and managing the variety of mobile devices and
plans available. iSYS' mobile TEM approach is carrier independent and is effective with any carrier
or carriers the customer is using.
“Our success with CDC underscores the value of teamwork and our commitment to serving other
government agencies in reaping the benefits of TEM services in the future. We have a number of
active discussions underway that we hope will lead to active contracts and engagements,” Kang said.
About WidePoint
WidePoint is a leading provider of advanced information technology products and services including
identity assurance and information management and protection services, forensic informatics and
wireless technology services. WidePoint has several wholly owned subsidiaries holding major

contracts, Operational Research Consultants, Inc. (ORC), and iSYS, LLC, Protexx and WidePoint
Illinois. WidePoint enables organizations to deploy fully compliant IT services in accordance with
government-mandated regulations and advanced system requirements. For more information, visit
www.widepoint.com.
An investment profile about WidePoint may be found at www.hawkassociates.com/profile/wyy.cfm.
For investor relations information regarding WidePoint, visit www.hawkassociates.com and
www.americanmicrocaps.com, or contact Frank Hawkins, Hawk Associates, at 305-451-1888,
e-mail: widepoint@hawkassociates.com. To receive notification of future releases via e-mail,
subscribe at www.hawkassociates.com/about/alert/.
Safe-Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: This press
release may contain forward-looking information within the meaning of Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the Exchange Act), including all statements that are
not statements of historical fact regarding the intent, belief or current expectations of the company,
its directors or its officers with respect to, among other things: (i) the company’s financing plans;
(ii) trends affecting the company’s financial condition or results of operations; (iii) the company’s
growth strategy and operating strategy; (iv) the declaration and payment of dividends; and (v) the
risk factors disclosed in the Company's periodic reports filed with the SEC. The words “may,”
“would,” “will,” “expect,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “intend” and similar expressions and
variations thereof are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Investors are cautioned that
any such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks
and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the company’s ability to control, and that actual results
may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements as a result of various
factors including the risk factors disclosed in the company’s Forms 10-K and 10-Q filed with the
SEC.

